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1. Introduction. Quasi-static approximations in continuum mechanics are very use-
ful and widely used; in particular, this is true in thermoelasticity (see, e.g., [1], much of
which is devoted to quasi-static considerations). In this paper we consider the coupled/
quasi-static (C/QS) approximation in linear thermoelasticity for a homogeneous one-
dimensional continuum.

Following Day [3] we use the term "coupled/quasi-static approximation" to mean
that the inertial term in the momentum equation (Eq. (1.2) below) is neglected, but
the terms of thermomechanical coupling are retained in both the momentum equation
and the energy equation (Eq. (1.1) below). Thus in (1.2) one puts the inertial constant
£2 equal to zero but retains a nonzero coupling constant 7 in (1.1) and (1.2). Since a
second time-derivative term is thereby neglected it is not surprising that the quasi-static
approximations of the displacement and temperature are not uniformly asymptotically
correct in space and time (without "corrector terms" as in [7, 4] for the equation of Cat-
taneo and nonlinear generalizations) to lowest order in the inertial constant. A principal
result of this paper is that, perhaps surprisingly, the quasi-static approximation of the
entropy is uniformly asymptotically correct in space and time (on [0,1] x [0, T] for any
given positive T) to lowest order, consisting solely of diffusion-type terms.

As emphasized in [5], Day has shown that 6, the C/QS approximation of the temper-
ature 9, satisfies

\9 — 9\ —> 0 as t —* 00

uniformly in space (on [0,1]). The same is true if 9 is replaced by 9, the temperature
given by the classical heat equation that corresponds to the uncoupled/quasi-static ap-
proximation. We are not asserting that quasi-static approximations are not useful but
merely that they are not usually uniformly asymptotically correct in space and time.
The uniform result for entropy considered here and in [5] is exceptional.
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The governing system of PDEs (in non-dimensional form) of one-dimensional linear
thermoelasticity is

U{6,u):=6t-6xx+juxt~0, (1-1)
t > 0, 0 < x < 1,

Hs(9, u) := e2utt - uxx + -)9X = 0, (1.2)

where 9 is the dimensionless temperature and u is the dimensionless displacement of an
elastic bar (or equivalently an infinite slab of thickness 1). The two positive parameters
e2 and 7 are, respectively, the inertial constant and the coupling constant. We consider
the initial/boundary value problem (IBVP) for (1.1)—(1.2) with initial conditions

6(x,0-,e) = (j>{x), (1.3)

u(x,0 ;e) = f(x), (1.4)
ut(x,0;e) = g(x) (1.5)

which give the initial temperature, displacement, and velocity (independent of e) along
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions

9(0, t; s) = 9(1, t\e) = 0, (1.6)
u(0,t-,s) = u(l,t;e) = 0, (1.7)

which state that the ends of the bar are fixed and the temperature is maintained at zero
at the ends of the bar.

The coupled/quasi-static approximation of (1.1)-(1.7) consists of setting e = 0 in (1.2)
to arrive at the system

U{9, u) := 9t - 9XX + juxt = 0, (1.8)

H0(d,u) := -uxx + j6x = 0 (1.9)

plus the same boundary conditions as (1.6)-(1.7)

0(O,i) = 0(l,t)=O, (1.10)
u(0,t) = u(l,t) = 0 (1.11)

plus precisely one of the initial conditions (1.3)-(1.4). The resulting IBVP has at most
one (smooth) solution as can be seen via Energy Estimates (see below in Sec. 4). If one
is primarily interested in the evolution of the temperature, then one would choose the
initial condition

9(x,0) = <j>(x), (1.12)

but it should be emphasized that it is possible to consider different C/QS approximations
depending on the choice of initial condition as we do below.

Various aspects of the C/QS approximation (as well as the uncoupled case) have been
treated in a series of papers of W. A. Day (see his monograph [3] and references therein).
Our scaling for dimensionless quantities is the same as used by Day [3] but our notation
simplifies some of our resulting formulas (our 7 is Day's y/a and our e2 is Day's b). Esham
and Weinacht [5] obtained results similar to those presented here in the case of boundary
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conditions which greatly simplify the analysis. A key element of our work is the repeated
use of energy estimates, which was the subject of [11],

For recent results on various aspects of thermoelasticity since the pioneering work of
Dafermos [2] in the linear case and Slemrod [10] in the nonlinear case, we refer the reader
to the references in Rivera [9] for the linear case and Racke/Shibata [8] for the nonlinear
case. We note that [8] treats the more difficult case of Dirichlet boundary conditions as
we do here.

2. The C/QS approximation. The solution of the IBVP (1.8)—(1.12) can be ex-
plicitly given in several ways (cf. [3]). Here we do so in a form that is suitable for
generalization to higher dimensions. Firstly, from (1.9) and (1.11) we have

u(x,t) = -i(T0x)(x,t) (2.1)

where T is the one-dimensional Green's operator that inverts the boundary value problem

(~y" = ^(x), 0 < x < 1,

12/(0) = y(l) = 0
so that

y(x) = (IV) (a;)

for arbitrary continuous i[). The operator T is a bounded linear operator from the Sobolev
space H~1(0,1) to Hq(0, 1) whose restriction to £2(0,1) is compact.

We now make some preparations to obtain an equation for 9 alone. Note from (2.1)
that

ux = ~l(dxTdx)9 = - jBO

where B := dxTdx is a bounded linear non-local operator from Lo(0,1) to 1/2(0,1).
Moreover, B is selfadjoint and negative semi-definite. To establish these latter assertions
let us here and below write

(u, v) / u{x)v{x) dx
Jo

for the Z/2-inner product and (-,-) for the duality pairing for H 1 (0,1) and i?o(0, 0).
Thus for any u in 1/2(0,1) and tp in ffo(0,1),

(dxu,ip) = ~{u,dxip).

Then we see that B is selfadjoint since

(Bu,v) = (dxTdxu,v) = -(dxv,Tdxu)

= -(dxu,Tdxv) = (■u,dxTdxv) = (u,Bv).

Similarly B is negative semi-definite because

(.Bu,u) = — (dxu,Tdxu) < 0

since F is a positive-definite operator (B is not negative definite since any constant
function is mapped by B into zero; in fact, (Bu,u) = 0 only for u = constant a.e.).
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Substitution of (2.1) into (1.8) yields

0 = 6t-0xx- 72B8t,

or

A9t -exx = 0 (2.2)

where

A = I -72B.

Thus A is a non-local bounded selfadjoint linear operator from Lo{0,1) to 1/2(0,1). It
is also positive-bounded-below since

(Au, u) = (u, u) — 72{Bu, u) > (u, u).

To obtain an explicit representation for a solution {0,u} of (1.8)—(1.12) we separate
variables in (2.2)

9(x, t) = 0(t)uj(x)

so that we are led to the eigenvalue problem

f —w" = AAut, 0 < x < 1,
jw(0) = w(l) = 0.

By application of T we see that this eigenvalue problem is equivalent to that for the
operator equation

ui = ArAx>

for the compact operator IM on L2(0,1). Although F and A are selfadjoint, the product
TA is not and so we introduce a new inner product on 1/2(0,1) weighted by A,

(u,v)a '■= / u(x)Av(x)dx,
Jo

and call the resulting space L\{0,1). On this space we have an eigenvalue problem for
the compact operator K := TA which is selfadjoint since

(Ku,v)a = (TAu,Av) = (u,Kv)a■

Moreover, K is positive definite on L2A{0,1) because

(Ku,u)a = {TAu, Au).

Thus (the nondegenerate) K has an infinite sequence of positive (reciprocal) eigenvalues

0 < Ai < A2 < ■ • • < An < • • • —> 00

with corresponding C°°-smooth eigenfunctions u>\, 0J2, ■ ■ ■ that are orthonormal,

(oJl, 0Jrn) A ~

and complete in L\{0,1).
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There are several useful relations that follow from the orthonormality of the {ui[} in

L\{ 0,1):
(u)£, iOJri) ~ {^l > LOm) — (^-3)

7{vi,w'm) = 72{Buji,Um) = ({I - A)ui,um) = (w/,u;m) - <5im (2.4)

so that

5 ̂ m) = 7(^/?^m) = (^'^)

It will be useful below to introduce the N-by-N symmetric Gram matrices fi and
defined via

^mi = = (^m ; Vl)

which are positive definite. Since (A — I) = -72B is positive semi-definite on 1-2(0,1),
so is its projection on the span of {a>i,..., lo^} which corresponds to the matrix (/ — f}).
More precisely,

N
uj — aiui 0 < ((-<4 — I)lj, uj) = q 1 (I — fl)a.

(=1

where a = (ai,..., a^v)1 and equality holds if and only if to is constant (a.e.). But on
this finite-dimensional space, ui is constant only for uj = 0. Thus (I — f2) is positive
definite.

We are now ready to complete the solution of (1.8)—(1.12). Expand 0:
OO

9(x,t) := y^J$i(t)wi(x) (2.6)
1=1

with
9i(t) = aie~Xlt (2.7)

and the Fourier coefficient ai given by

Q; = ((<j),Wi)A

where convergence in (2.6) is in L2A{0,1) for each fixed t in (0, 00).
Then u is uniquely defined by (2.1), i.e.,

u{x,t) = -j(T6x)(x,t)

in terms of the 8 constructed above. It is interesting that the C/QS approximation of
the entropy

fi:=e + -rux = 6 ~-y2B9 = AO (2.8)

is expressed directly in terms of 6 through the non-local operator A. Thus, if one is
primarily interested in the entropy, then the choice of the initial condition (in place of

(1.12))
0(z,O) = A"1^ + 7/'](z)

is more appropriate since we then have

fj(x, 0) = <t>{x) +7 f'{x),
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which is the correct initial condition for the entropy in the full thermoelastic problem
(1.1)—(1.7). If the above choice is made, then

OO

fj(x,t) = A0(x,t) = A~l[cj) + -yf'],Awi)Awi
'Z1 (2-9)

= ^2(4> + lf',wi)Awi.
i=i

Following this thought concerning conditions in the full thermoelastic problem, con-
sider the N-th order Faedo/Galerkin approximation of 9 and u,

N
0N(x,t) := (t)wi(x),

1 = 1
N

uN{x,t) := ^2utN{t)vi(x)
i=i

with the stipulation that, for m = 1,..., N,

(H(9N ,uN),wm) = 0, (2.10)

(H0(6N,uN),vm) = 0, (2.11)

where we emphasize that the inner product is in L2(0,1) not L\{0,1). By use of (2.3)-
(2.5) the orthogonality conditions (2.10)-(2.11) can be written

f20 + A0 + (/-ft)U = O, (2.12)

-(/-n)[U-0]=O (2.13)

where 0 (resp. U) is the iV-vector with components (resp. UtN). From (2.12)-(2.13)
one finds that

0 +A0 = 0,
which is a diagonal system so that

0f = aie~xlt

in consonance with the result from separation of variables in (2.7). We will compare this
result later with that for the Galerkin approximation for the full thermoelastic problem.

We add here some completeness results including the

Lemma 2.1. The following sequences of functions are complete (= total) in the spaces
indicated:

(a) {u/i} and {vt} in L2(0,1),
(b) {w;} and {u;} in |(0,1).

Proof. Of course, the assertion (a) follows from (b) since the norm of Hq is stronger
than that of L2, but it is convenient to prove (a) first and use that result in the proof of
(b). For the proof of (a), if ip is in £2(0,1) and orthogonal to all the u>1, then

0 = = (ip,A~lA(jOi) = {A~lip,AuJi),
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which implies that = 0 and hence ip = 0. Similarly for any w in £2(0,1) we have

0 = (w,vi) = -7(10, r^j) = -7(rw,w;') = j(dxTw,uJi)

for I = 1,2,.... Then Tw = constant and the constant must be zero since Tu; vanishes
at x = 0 and 1. But Tw; = 0 =>■ w = 0 and the {wj} are complete in L2(0,1).

For (b) let ip be in Hq (0,1) such that for I = 1,2,...,

0 = (ip,u)i) +

= (A~lip, Aloi) + \i(il>,Auji) = (A^ip + Aitp,Acoi)

= (A'1ip + Xiip,ui)A

from which it follows that ip + XiAtp = 0 and hence

0/>,v0 + = 0,
which implies that ip = 0. For w in Hq (0,1) such that for all I = 1,2,...

0 = (w,vt) + (w\v[) = -i(w,Tu>[) - (w,v1)

= —7(1^0 + w,aj'[)

and hence Fw + w = 0 (since its trace is zero at x = 0 and 1). Thus (rw + w,w) =0
and w = 0. With this the proof of the lemma is complete.

Finally, we note that the eigenvalues {A;} and the eigenfunctions {a>j, vi} are explicitly
known up to the solution of a transcendental equation and have been given previously
by Day [3]. For convenience of the reader we list them here. For Z = 1,2,...,

/2Z?r\2 . . 1/2 x
X21 = I — ) , w2i(x) = — sin(2/7nr),

u>2i-\{x) = a2i-i{sin(/x2i_i)[cos(/i2/-i^) - 1] + (1 - cos/i2(-i)sm(n2i-ix)}

where a2;_1 are constants that make (0121-1,^21-1) a = 1 and the 1121-1 := c^/\2i~\ are
solutions of the transcendental equation

272 tan (^y^) + M2/-1 = 0.

The corresponding vi are obtained from u>i via (2.1) so that

V2i{x) = — ^r-[l - cos(2Zttx)]
C Zt7T

and

V2l-l(x) = OL21-1 ——— \ (1 - COS^2J-l)[l - COs(/i2(_ix)]
M2/-1 I

+ ^2 sin(/x2;—1)[72 sin(^2;_ix) +/x2;_i:r] j .
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3. The full thermoelastic problem. Here we consider the IBVP (with e > 0)
(1.1)—(1.7) which we attack by the method of Faedo/Galerkin. Our Ansatz for the N-th
order Galerkin approximation is

N

0N(x,t;e) = (t;e)ui(x),
1=1
N

,N (x,t-,e) = Y^UlN{t;e)vi(x)u
i=i

where the wi, Vi are the eigenfunctions of the C/QS approximation of the previous section.
Essentially, we want II(0w,uiv) to be orthogonal to {wi,... ,lon} in the sense of 1/2(0,1)
(not L\{0,1)) and HE(0N,uN) to be orthogonal to {«i,..., Vn} in £2(0,1). Thus we
require that for m = 1,..., TV,

N

Wm) + e/>;,u4) - 7 UiN(vi,u'j} = 0, (3.1)
(=1
N

J2{e2ur(vi,vm) + u»{v'hv'm) + 70,i»m)} = 0, (3.2)
1=1

which is a coupled system of 2N ODEs.
To write this system compactly in vector form we use the N-by-N (constant sym-

metric and positive definite) Gram matrices f2 and V introduced in Sec. 2 and the
diagonal matrix A = diag(Ai,..., A^v). Then for vectors 0V = (0f,..., 0$)1 and
U = (C7jV,..., Ujy )T the system (3.1)-(3.2) can be written

n[©w,uw] := n&N + a@n + (/ - n)ijN = o, (3.3)

:=e2VijN + (I - Cl)[UN - ®N] =0 (3.4)

by use of (2.3)-(2.5). When e = 0 this system, of course, is (2.12)—(2.13).
We can obtain an initial-value problem for (3.3)-(3.4) by adjoining the initial condi-

tions (independent of e)

0^(0; e) = <fiN, 1^(0; e) = fN, U*(0; e) = gN (3.5)

where for I = the components (pf, ftN ,gj* are obtained from the projections
onto the subspaces of £2(0,1) spanned by {wi,... ,uin} and {^i,... ,vn}. Thus, in an
obvious notation,

n "0 = $>«%,
(=1

PNf = Y.f?Vl> PN9 = Y.9?Vl-
(=1 1=1

The IVP (3.3)-(3.5) has a unique global solution {© v, U v} which is C°°-smooth and
we wish to examine convergence of {6N,uN} as N tends to infinity for fixed positive e.
This will be done in the Appendix with the aid of energy estimates provided in the next
section.
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4. Some energy identities. Let {©^,11^} be solutions of the IVP (3.3)-(3.5).
Then

JV

+ -jU"(«,,<)} = 0, (4.1)
Z=1
N

^2UiN(vi,Vm) + UtN {vi,v'm) + -yQf = 0. (4.2)
1=1

Multiplying (4.1) by 0^ (respectively (4.2) by U^) and summing on m from 1 to JV
yields

(dteN,eN) + (dxoN,dxeN) - 7(^,0*0") = 0,

e2(d2uN ,dtuN) + (dxuN ,dtdxuN) +7 (dx0N,dtuN) = 0,

and so, by adding and integrating with respect to t from 0 to T,

E(T)+ [ (dx6N,dx6N)dt = E(0) (4.3)
J 0

where E is the energy defined by

E(t) = \{{0N,6n) + e2(dtuN, dtuN) + (dxuN,dxuN)}.

Equation (4.3) is the first of our energy identities. An energy identity of higher order
(in time) can be obtained in a similar way as follows. Differentiate (4.1) and (4.2) with
respect to t. Then multiply the first of these by 0^ and the second by and sum on
m from 1 to JV to get

(d?oN,dteN) + {dtdxeN,dtdxeN) - 7(dfuN,dtdxeN) = o,
e2(dfuN,d2uN) + (dtdxuN,d2dxuN) + 7 (dtdxeN,d2uN) = o,

and so by adding and integrating with respect to t from 0 to T,

E1(T)+ f1 (dtdx9N,dtdx9N)dt = E1( 0) (4.4)
Jo

where

Ei(t) '■= \{{dt0N,dt6N) + e2(dfuN ,d2uN) + (dtdxuN, dtdxuN)}.

5. e-Asymptotics. We examine the £-dependence of the solution of the IVP (3.3)-
(3.5) for fixed JV. First, we eliminate 0^ from (3.3)-(3.4) by differentiation to get for
U = UAr

e2U + £2CG\J + CU + CAU = 0 (5.1)

where

C := Vr_1(/ — fi)Q-1, G := A{I - Q)~lV.

Based on our experience in [5] we make the following Ansatz for U:

U = e~4^s+iT>a(£) + e~^E_ = T)b(£) + e~tPc(e) (5.2)
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where the real matrices P, £,T and the vectors a, b, c depend on £ in a way that we
indicate below and with a(e) + b(e) real, a(e) — b(e) pure imaginary.

The solution e~tpc(e) is a purely diffusive term while the first two terms in (5.2)
correspond to damped waves. The sum of the first two terms will yield a real vector as is
required. The vector U is a solution of (5.1) if and only if P and (E ± |T) are solutions
of the matrix polynomial equation

-e2Zii + e2CGZ2 - CZ + CA = 0

for the matrix Z with arbitrary vectors a(e),b(e), and c(e). It is easy to see that if © is
defined via (3.4) by

0(t; £) = U(t; e) 4- e2(/ - 0)"1 VU(i; e), (5.3)

then the pair {0, U} are solutions of (3.3)-(3.4) if and only if U is a solution of (5.1).
The {a(e), b(e), c(e)} will be chosen so that the initial conditions (3.5) are satisfied.

From preliminary computations we are led to choose the following e dependence:

P = P0+e2Pl +0(e4),

E = S0 + £2E1+O(e4), (5.4)

T = T0+e2T1 +0(e4)

and further,

a(e) = a° + is a1 + e2a2 + ielia3 + 0(e4),

b(e) = b° + i^b1 + e2b2 + ie'!b"! + 0(e4), (5.5)

c(e) = c° + e2c2 + 0(e4).

The appropriateness of the above Ansatze will be borne out in what follows.
The computations for the diffusive terms and damped wave terms can proceed inde-

pendently, and we simplify the procedure by doing so. The diffusive term is simpler to
treat and we begin with it.

Substitution of

U (t) = e~tpc(£)

into (5.1), taking into account our assumptions (5.4)-(5.5), yields upon comparing powers
of e

-CPq + CA = 0,
-CPi + CGPq - P03 = 0,

-CP2 + CG(PoPi + PlPo) - (PlPo2 + PoPlPo + P,?Pi) = o,
and so forth. This process can be continued to arbitrary order to determine Po, Pi, P2,...
in a unique way. Thus we have

Po = A, Pl=(G-C~1 A)A2,
and so forth.

In a similar way, substitution of

U(f) = e_<(s+'T)a(£)
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into (5.1) yields

T03 - CT0 = 0,

{E0T2 + T0E0T0 + T2Eo - CE0} - <?GT2 + CA = 0,

{TjT2 + ToTjTo + T02T! - CT,} + CG(T0E0 + E0T0) - (T0E2 + £0T0£0 + ^T0) = 0,

{E^2 + ToEiTo + T2E! - CEJ - CG(T0TX + TT) - E2)
+ (^iToEo + XiEoXo + E0T1T0 + EoToT + ToTjEo + T0E0T1) — Eg = 0,

and so forth. The first of these four equations gives T0 as the unique "positive" square
root of C (the other root To = 0 merely reflects the fact that there is also the purely real
solution Pq obtained above): To = C1/2 is obtained as follows.

First note that we can show that the symmetric matrix (I — S7)Q-1 = (f}"1 — I) is
positive definite. Indeed, by simultaneous diagonalization via congruence: (I — f2) =
SDST, f2 = SST for some nonsingular S and D = diag(di,..., dy) with dj > 0 (because
(/ — fi) is positive definite). Hence W := (I — fi)f2-1 = SDS-1 so that the symmetric
matrix W has only positive eigenvalues and thus is positive definite. Then by simultane-
ous diagonalization of W and V via congruence: W = S1DS, V — S1 S with a different
S and D but with exactly the same properties as above. Thus C = V~lW = S~1DS,
i.e., C is similar to a diagonal matrix with positive entries (V and W do not commute
and so we do not claim that C is symmetric). Finally, we chose C1/2 := S~1VT)S where
\J~D is the unique positive square root of D (not one of the other (2N — 1) choices of
square roots of D).

The structure of the remaining three equations (and indeed of the corresponding
equations to any order) is the same, viz. successively the new unknown (E0 in the second
equation, T\ in the third, and Ei in the fourth) appears only in the curly brackets with
remaining terms known. Moreover, the last two terms in each of the curly brackets cancel
by the above choice of T0. Thus from the second equation,

E0Tq + T0E0T0 = CGTq - CA = CAfi_1(/ - f2)

where the right-hand side is known. Since To is invertible we have

E0T0 + T0£0 = CGT0 - CAT,= CAVT0.

Similarly the third (resp. fourth) equation lead to

TjTo + ToT = known terms,
EiT0 + ToEj = known terms.

Hence we wish to solve the matrix equation

XA + AX = B

for unknown X with given B and nonsingular A = Tq. But such a matrix equation is
uniquely solvable (see, e.g., [6, vol. 2; p. 225]).
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With Pj, £j, and Tj now determined for j = 0,1 (and for j > 1 if we wish to go to
higher order) we turn now to a?, b? , and c-?. Our Ansatz (5.2)-(5.3) applied to the initial
conditions (3.5) yields the linear algebraic system

a(e) + b(e) + c(e) = fN,

_(E+iT)a(£|-(s_!r)b(£|-Pc(s) = g», (56)

e2|(^E+^Tj a(e)+^E-^Tj b(e) + P2c(e)| = V~l{I - 0)^ - fw]

for the vectors a(e), b(e), c(e). As was done for P, E, and T one can determine succes-
sively from (5.6) the a', b®, and c3 in (5.5) to any order in £ as follows.

The second equation in (5.6) yields directly that

2 / • \ 2

T„(a° - b°) = 0(o

so that a" = b°. Then the third equation in (5.6) yields

—2Tqa0 = V_1(J - Zl)[<j>N - fN]

so that

a0 = b° = if2(fw - <jbN),

and then the first equation in (5.6) yields

c° = + (/ - fl)fN. (5.7)

The higher-order coefficients are determined successively in a similar way to any order
in e. In particular, one finds

-b1 = a1 = \T(il{%N + P0c° + 2E0a0}

ftad

b2 = -Ic2 = a2 = \C~l{P2c° + 2E2a° ~ 2{T0TX + T1T0)a° - 2(T0E0 + E0Po)a1}.

We now have completely determined

UN,2(t; e) = exp l—t

+ exp < —t

•'/o + So + isTi + £2Ej
e

[a0 + iea1 + e2a2l

-—To + So ~ isT\ + £2Si
i
£

+ exp{—f[P0 + £2P2]}[c° + £2CJ]

and

0^2(i;e) = VN'2{t;e) + £2(/ - n)~WijN'2

which, to the indicated orders in e, satisfy (3.3)-(3.5)

ni©^2,^'2] = -£3nP{t-£),

[b() + ieb1 + £2bJl

^[e^2,^2] = o ^5'8^
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uniformly in t for t in [0,T] and

Uw'2 (0; e) = fN, U^'2 (0; e) = gN,

©N'2(0; e) = cj)N + 0(e4). (5'9)

Here

p(t; e) = (/ — f2)_1V |m+ exp t 4- So + ieTi + e2Si | (a0 + isa1 + e2a2)

+ M_exp|— t — + So — ieT\ + e2Si | (b° + ieb1 + e2b2)

+ eM exp{—i[Po + e2Pi]}(c" + £2c2)|

(5.10)

where M+,M_ (resp. M) are matrix polynomials in To, So, Ti, Si (resp. Po,Pi) of degree
3 with coefficients that have nonnegative integer powers of e. Note that Eq. (3.4) is
satisfied to all orders in e simply because of the definition of 0N'2.

Let us note that, in contrast to the C/QS approximation of the temperature and
displacement, which contain only diffusive terms, the Galerkin coefficients ©J 2 and
UW'2 even to lowest order in e contain both diffusive and damped wave terms. If we
examine the corresponding Galerkin coefficient HA for the entropy we find (perhaps
surprisingly) that it has only diffusive behavior to lowest order in e as we now show.

First define the entropy r]N in consonance with (2.8):

r]N(x,t-,e) := 9N(x,t-£) +7(x,t\e).

Then, because of (2.8), expand t]N in terms of {Awi}:

N

r]N {x,t;e) = ^2 Hf* (t; e)Awt,
1=1

so that taking the inner product with wm yields

Hn = Ct&N + (/ - fi)UN

for the vector H*^ with components H^ and correspondingly

Hw'2 = n@N'2 + (/ - 0)Uiv'2

for our asymptotic (in e) approximation. Using (5.3),

Hw'2 = U^2 + £2n{I - ft^VU^'2

= e-t(P0+s^P1)[cO + £2c2]

= e-tAc° + 0(e)

so that to the lowest order in e (viz. e°) the Galerkin approximation of entropy consists
of pure diffusion. Moreover, r]N to the lowest order in e corresponds exactly to the C/QS
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entropy with initial value fj(x, 0) = <f>(x) + 7/'(a;). Indeed, using the asymptotic result

(5.7),
N N

r/N(x, t\e) = ^ Awi ~ ^ e~Xltc®Awi (e —> 0+)
i=i i=i
n ( n \

= ^2e~X,t < Yl^Wm +7fmv'm,wl) f Awl
1=1 1771=1 J

d= e Xlt [^N+''wi)Awi

which is precisely (2.9) when truncated at order N.

exp < —t -To + Sq + ieTq + £2Si = exp ■! —t (.I + 0{e))

6. Asymptotic correctness. The above formal asymptotics seem to indicate that

0N(x,t;e) = 0N'2(x,t-,e) + 0(ea), (6.1)

uN(x,t-,e) = uN'2(x,t;e) + 0(ea) (6.2)

for some positive a, uniformly in (x, t) for (x, t) in [0,1] x [0, T\. In fact, this is rigorously
correct as we will show below.

Here, of course
N N

9N'2(x, t\e) := Y] er,2(<; e)wi{x), uN'2(x, t; s) := ^ U[*'2(t\e)vi(x).
i=i i=i

In this regard let us note that it is easy to see that

exp{-t[P0 + £2Pi}} = e~tp°(I + 0{e2)) (6.3)

even though P() and Pi do not commute, but the corresponding assertion
"i,

is false if for example To and Si do not commute. This fact complicates verifying the
asymptotic result (6.1)-(6.2).

To show (6.1)-(6.2) let

£(x, t; e) := 6n(x, t; e) - 0N'2(x, t; e),

z(x,t;£) := uN(x,t;e) — uN,2(x, t; e).

Then from the fact that
nje^u^2] = -£3nP(t-,£),

H£[@N'2, u/v'2]=0,

it follows by a computation as in Sec. 4 (see (4.1)-(4.2)) that
JV

(C11 ̂m) "I" (Cxi W77i) 7(,zti ^ ^ pi (u>i, UJm),
1 = 1

£ (ztti Vm) ~l~ (zxj vm) "KCci vm) = 0

—To + So + ieTie
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for m = 1,..., N and pi =0(1) as e —> 0+. Hence by a computation analogous to that
leading to (4.3), we have with p := ^2i=i Pi^U

(Ct,C) + {Cx,Cx) =e3(p,C), (6-5)
£ {ztti zt) + (zxi zxt) H- T(C®i zt) = 0) (6-6)

and so we have the Energy Identity

E(T) + Ac,, Cs) dt = E(0) + e3 f \p, Q dt (6.7)
./o Jo

where p = p(x,t-,e) = 0(1) uniformly in (x,t) for (x,t) in [0,1] x [0,T] and

E(t) := |{(C, C) + £2{zt, Zt) + (zx, zx)}.

We now estimate the integral term in (6.7):

J (p, C) dt <\£6 fQ (/°> p) dt + \ J (CO dt (6.8)
by application of the Schwarz inequality and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality.
The integrand in the last integral is in turn majorized by E{t). Hence

E(T)+ f (CrXx)dt< E(0) + 6^ [ {p,p)dt + [T E{t)
JO L J Jo

and so by Gronwall's inequality

dt

E(t)< I dt eT. (6.9)m+£~2 (/9'p)'

We show next that the last integral is bounded (as e tends to zero). We have

/ (p,p)dt < [ \pTtlp\dt < ||n|| [ \\p\\2dt
Jo J 0 Jo

for any matrix norm compatible with the corresponding vector norm. Moreover, it is
sufficient to estimate separately each of the three pieces that make up p in (5.10). The
estimate of the pure diffusion term (the third term in (5.10)) is immediate because of
(6.3). For the first (damped wave) term in (5.10), it is sufficient to show that the matrix
exponential

exp{—t[iTo/e + i?]} (6.10)

is bounded as e tends to zero for a constant (in t) matrix R that is O(l) in e. Now
recalling from Sec. 5 that Tq = S'_1VrDS' it follows that exp{—itTo/e} is O(l) for all t.
Further, the matrix exponential in (6.10) is the solution X of the IVP consisting of the
matrix differential equation

X + -T0X = -RX
£

with initial condition X(0) = I. Hence

X(t) = e-itTo/e - f e'i{t-s)To/£RX{s) ds
J 0
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and thus

||X(i)|<fci + ki||i2|| [' \\X(s)\\ds
Jo

so that by Gronwall's inequality
r^rr -|

= ||X(t)|| < k,ekT.exp ^+R
£

The same estimate is valid for the second (damped wave) time in (5.10). Accordingly an
estimate of E(0) by use of the initial conditions (3.5) and (5.9) yields the result that the
RHS of (6.9) is 0(e6). It follows that Q,zx and ezt are 0(e3) in the Loo(0,T;H) norm.
Here 7i denotes the Hilbert space £2(0,1). Then

z{x,t;e) = / zx(£,t;s) d£
Jo

results in the elementary Sobolev inequality

\z{x,t-e)\2 < (zx(-,t;e),zx(-,t;e))

and so (6.2) holds with a = 3. A similar estimate on £ in the £2(0, T^W) norm follows
in the same way but for the uniform estimate we seek we proceed differently by a higher-
order energy estimate as introduced in Sec. 4. The idea is the same as in [11] for multi-
dimensional estimates.

The first step is very close to that leading up to (4.3), the key difference consisting in
the loss of a power of e in the differentiation of (5.8), viz.

The result is

where

n&N'2 + A0iV'2 + {i- n)ijN'2 = o{e2

E1(t) = 0(e4)

E] (t) j{(Cti Ct) + £2(%j ztt) + {zxt, zxt)}.

Then from the sum of (6.5) and (6.6),

(Cx; Cr) = ^ (P? 0 ^ {^tti %t) (^xt> Zxt) (C ti C)*
By our previous estimates, including those just concluded, each of the four terms on the
RHS are 0(e4) (by the Schwarz and arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities). Thus (x is
0(e2) in the Loo(0,T;W) norm (whereas previously we had an 0(e3) estimate for (x in
the L2(0,T;7i) norm).

Now from

C(x,t;e) = C(0,i;e) + [ <x(£,t-,e)d£
Jo

follows an 0(e2) estimate for £ in the Loo(0,f;H) norm.
Thus from the corresponding elementary Sobolev inequality the result (6.1) holds with

a = 2, uniformly in (x,t) for (x,t) in [0,1] x [0, T]. It should be noted that by using
El in addition to E we require slightly more stringent conditions on our data </>, /, and
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g. It is also pointed out that it would be more pleasant to have a = 3 since 0N:2 itself
contains terms of order e2.

Finally, let us note that it is fairly obvious from what we have done in this section
that we could increase a in (6.1)-(6.2) by replacing {9N'2,uN'2} by {9N'l,uNd} which
denotes the corresponding term using additional Pj, , Tj, a-7, bJ, and c3. This would,
of course, necessitate further restrictions on the data.

Appendix A. Convergence of Galerkin approximations. The Galerkin scheme
of Sec. 3 is closely tied-in with a weak formulation of the IBVP (1.1)—(1.7). For this
formulation we have to introduce some preliminaries which are well known for purely
parabolic and hyperbolic problems. These approaches are now available in many places
(see, e.g., [12]).

By TL (resp. V) we denote the Hilbert spaces 1/2(0,1) (resp. Hq(0, 1)). The inner
product in V will be denoted (-, -)i while that in H by our general agreement in Sec. 2
will be denoted (■, ■) without subscript. In Sec. 2 we also agreed to indicate the duality
pairing in V* x V by (■,•).

The weak solution of the IBVP (1.1)—(1.7) is arrived at in the usual way: Multiply a
classical solution of (1.1)—(1.2) by suitable test functions and integrate by parts. Here for
our time-dependent problem it is convenient to view a solution {9,u} of (1.1)—(1.7) as a
map from [0, T\ into V and we allow the context to make clear whether we are viewing
9 as 9 = 9(t) (with e suppressed for notational simplicity) or 9 = 9(x,t-,e) as we have
written above (similarly for it).

Thus we are led to a weak solution of (1.1)—(1.7) defined as a pair {9,u} such that
(1)0eL2(O,T;V),0€L2(O,T;V*);
(2) u £ L2(0, T-V),ue L2{0, T-,H),uE L2(0, T; V*);
(3) the following traces on t = 0 exist:

tr0 = <^, tr u = f, tr u = g;

(4) for each <fr,W in V and each z in Cq° (0, T; K)
rT

{-(9{t), $)C(<) + {dx6(t),dx$X(t) - 7(u(t),dx$)C{t)}dt = 0,L
i:

0
T

2{e (u(t), W)z(t) + (dxu(t), dxW)z(t) + 7(dx9(t), W)z(t)} dt = 0,

which says that the ^-derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions.
Our goal is to show the convergence of the Galerkin approximations of Sec. 3, which

we write here as
N

0N(t) —
i—1
N

.N (t) :=J2UiN(f,e)viu
1=1

to a {9,u} satisfying (i)-(iv) but with slightly nicer regularity properties. Thus we view
{9N,uN} here as maps from [0, T] into V (and even nicer spaces when appropriate). For
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later use we write (3.1)—(3.2) here as

{9N(t)}um) + {dx0N(t),dxum)- j(uN(t),dxu;m) = 0, (A.l)

e2{uN (t),vm) + (dxuN{t),dxvm) +7 (dx6N(t),vm) = 0. (A.2)

As always the key to convergence involves appropriate estimates which, for us, are sup-
plied in Sec. 4. In fact, from (4.3) we obtain the boundedness of

6n,euN,dxuN in the Loo(0,T;H) norm, (A.3)

dx0N in the 1/2(0, T; 7Y) norm, (A.4)

and from (4.4) the boundedness of

0N,euN,dxuN in the £oo(0, T; H) norm, (A.5)

dx0N in the £2(0, T; H) norm. (A.6)

Indeed (A.3)-(A.6) follow from the boundedness, independent of N, of E(0) and -Ei(O);
in fact, -E(O) and E\ (0) are bounded independently of N and e for e in, say, (0,1]. For
£"(0) this follows from

(0^(0;£),0^(0;£)) = (11*0,11*0) < (0,0)
and the corresponding results for suN and dxuN provided that 0 and g are in H and /
is in V. For El(0) we use (3.3) and (3.4) as follows.

From (3.3) we see that 6N (0; e) is bounded in 1/2(0,1) independently of N and e since

0 (0;e) is bounded in terms of <pN and gA . From (3.4) we have that e2UjV(0;e) is
bounded in terms of cpN and fN but now with greater regularity conditions on 0 and /
and thus euN(0;e) is bounded in the £2(0,1) norm independently of N and e. Finally,
the same is true for dxuN {0;e) if g' is in V. Hence -Ei(O) is bounded and our assertion is
proved.

Let us note that uN, omitted from our list in (A.3)-(A.6), is bounded in the
Loo{0,T;H) norm (even more including in the Loo^TjV) norm) because of the ele-
mentary Sobolev inequality

\uN(x,t;e)\ < (dxuN,dxuN)

which follows by integration of dxuN and the Schwarz inequality. Note our dual use of
the symbol uN as forewarned above.

As a result of our estimates we have that the following sequences are bounded (inde-
pendently of N) in the L2{0,T;H.) norm:

{*"}, {dxeN}, {^}, {5X0W}, {uN}, {dxuN}, {«*}, R/}, {ii*}

and thus have weakly convergent subsequences (denoted by the same symbols {6^},
{dx9N}, etc.) which converge to some elements of £2(0, T;H) which we denote respec-
tively by ip, dxip, ip, dxip, w, dxw, w, dxw, and w (for a proof that the limit of 6N is indeed
tp etc. see, e.g., [12]). Thus the conditions (i)-(ii) above for a weak solution of (1.1)-
(1.7) are more than met. The condition (iii) for the traces is satisfied since the above
convergence properties ensure the existence of the traces of 0,it, and u in t = 0 (e.g.,
convergence of {dxiiN} and {uA } in £2(0, T\ H) is sufficient for the existence of the trace
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of w) and, moreover, the traces are the limits of (subsequences of) 9N(0), uN(0), and
uN(0) viz. the limits are 4>,f, and g.

Finally, using (A.1)-(A.2) and letting N —» 00,

rT
{() + {dxip{t),dx^m) - i(w{t),dxum)}((t)dt = 0,

i:

i

T
2{e (w(t),vm) + (dxw(t),dxvm) + 7(dip(t),vm)}z(t) dt = 0

for any £, 2: in C^°(0, T) and any fixed m = 1,2,.... Since {wm}, {vm} are complete in
V we can replace wm,t;TO respectively by arbitrary $, W in V. Thus, by integration by
parts with respect to t, we see that condition (iv) is met by {^>,w;}, which are slightly
nicer than the {0,u} in the definition. Therefore, we have shown existence of a weak
solution of (1.1)—(1.7).

Our next task is to show that, under our additional restrictions, there is at most one
such {rp,w}.

Suppose then that there exists {0,u} satisfying (i)-(iv) in the definition of weak solu-
tion but with <p = f = g = 0 and in addition (somewhat redundantly) all of the following
belong to the space L2(0,T;7i) : 6,9,dx6,dx6 and u,u,dxu,dvii,u. Then from (iv) and
the integration by parts,

- [T(6(t),<s>K(t)dt= [ (0(t),*)C(t)<ft,
Jo Jo

[ (u(t),W)z(t) dt = f (u{t),W)z(t) dt,
Jo Jo

we have for almost all t in (0, T),

(<?(£),$) + {dx0(t),dx$) - 7(u{t),dx<f>) = 0,

e2(u(t),W) + (dxu{t),dxW) + 7(dx0(t), W) = 0

for all $, W in V. Hence with $ = 0(t) and W = u(t), by integration and summing,

0 = [ {(#(*)> 0(0) + e2(u{t),u(t)) + (dxu(t), dxii(t)) + (dx0(t),dx0(t))} dt
Jo

and so, as in Sec. 4,

E{T)+ f (dx0(t),dxB(t))dt = E(0)
Jo

where

E{t) := ±{(O(t),0(t))+s2(u(t),u(t)) + (dxu(t),dxu(t))}.

Now for t = 0 the first two terms in E(t) are zero from (iii). But the third is also since,
under our extra conditions, the trace of dxu(t) exists and is zero for t = 0. Thus E(0) = 0
and hence E(t) = 0 for almost all t in [0, T]. Prom this uniqueness follows.

Collecting our previous results we now know that all subsequences of {0N ,uN} con-
verge to the solution of (1.1)—(1.7).
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